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Year 3 – Home 
Learning Pack 2

Maths Lesson 1

Key Skill: I can write the time in 12 hour and 
24 hour time.

Success  Criteria

I can read an analogue clock.

I know there are 24 hours in  a day.

I know what am and pm mean.



Starter

Have a go at recording 
the time shown on 
these clocks.

Remember 
small hand = hours
long hand = minutes

If the minute hand is 
between 12 and 6 
then we say past the 
hour.

If the minute hand is 
between 6 and 12 we 
say to the next hour.



Learning
After practicing telling the time on your analogue clock we would now like you to have a go 
at converting some times into 12 hour and 24 hour time

If this clock says 5’o clock in the 
morning, in 12 hour time we would say 
5:00am.

In 24 hour time we would say 5:00.

am means before mid day

Midday is 12 o’clock (lunchtime).



In 24 hour time we would say 17:00. 

Remember, if the time is in the 
afternoon or evening we add the time 
on the clock to 12 as the hands have 
been around the clock 1 whole turn (12 
hours). 

12 + 5 = 17

If this clock says 5’o clock in the 
afternoon, in 12 hour time we would say 
5:00pm

pm means after mid day

Learning



Independent Task

Complete the worksheet in your pack 
recording the times from each 
analogue clock, then write the times in 
12 hour and 24 hour time.



Plenary

Have a go at placing these times in order from earliest to latest.

3:00pm 2:35am 17:02 6:15

11 o’clock in the morning 14:20 23:15

Quarter past 4 in the afternoon 7:35am 8:12



Year 3 – Home 
Learning Pack 2

Maths Lesson 2

Key Skill: I can calculate durations.

Success  Criteria

I know what duration means.

I know that I need to find the difference 
between two times.

I can count on using a number line.



Starter

Match the definitions of 
these words linked to 
time.

Hint – two of the words 
in red mean the same 
thing.

am
how long something lasts

midday

12 o’clock at night

duration

before midday

pm

after midday

noon

12 o’clock (lunchtime)

midnight



Learning
Duration means how long an event lasts.

If I start watching a programme at 5 o’clock and 
it finishes at half past 7, it lasted 2 hours and 30 minutes.

To find out the duration I can count on to find the difference.



Learning
Steps to success for finding the difference using a number line.

1. Place the earliest time at the start of the number line.
2. Place the latest time at the end of the number line.
3. Count on in jumps and record the amount at the top of your jumps.

Hint – count on to the nearest hour and then in hours and then minutes again.

45 + 30 = 75 minutes. Remember there are 60 minutes in 1 hour. 
75 minutes = 1 hour and 15 minutes
1 hour + 1 hour and 15 minutes = 2 hours and 15 minutes.



Independent Task
Steps to success for finding the difference using a 
number line.

1. Place the earliest time at the start of the number 
line.

2. Place the latest time at the end of the number 
line.

3. Count on in jumps and record the amount at the 
top of your jumps.

Moons and Stars – Question 4 you need to count back 
instead of counting on. 



Plenary

If I have to be at work for 
8:40am and it takes me 53 
minutes on the bus to get 
there. Which bus should I 
take? A, B, or C and why?

a) 7:15am

b) 8:10am

c) 7:47am



Year 3 – Home 
Learning Pack 2

Maths Lesson 3

Key Skill: I can solve problems involving 
duration.

Success  Criteria

I can read and understand what the 
question is asking me.

I can identify which operation I am using 
(subtraction or addition)

I can choose an appropriate method.

I can answer my question explaining my 
reasoning.



Starter

Which train journey 
takes the longest?

How do you know?

Train A leaves Cardiff Station at 8:40 am 
and arrives at 9:10am.

Train B leaves Birmingham Station at 
7:12pm and arrives at Manchester at 
8:02pm.

Train C leaves Oxford Station at 13:05 and 
arrives at Canterbury at 15:36.



Learning
Remember duration means how long an event lasts.

Use a number line to count on from the start time to the finish time.

30 +30 = 60 minutes.

60 minutes is the same as 1 hour



Learning
Remember duration means how long an event lasts.

Use my number lines to work 
out the durations of Rosie and 
Tommy’s runs.



Learning

Have a go at solving these two varied 
fluency problems involving duration.
The answers are on the nest slide for you 
to check your work.



Learning

Answers to the previous two questions.



Independent Task

Now have a go at working through 
your level of challenge on your time 
durations lesson 3 worksheet.
Remember your steps to success.
1. I can read and understand what 

the question is asking me.
2. I can identify which operation I 

am using (subtraction or 
addition)

3. I can choose an appropriate 
method.

4. I can answer my question 
explaining my reasoning.



Plenary

Be the teacher

Write your own true or false 
question involving duration for 
your parent to solve.

For example

The bus arrived at 20:30 and left at 
18:45.

The journey took 1 hour and 15 minutes.

True or false?



Year 3 – Home 
Learning Pack 2

Maths Lesson 4

Key Skill: I can recall various facts 
about time.

Success  Criteria

I can recall the number of seconds in 
a minute, minutes in an hour and 
hours in a day.

I can recall the number of days in a 
month, year and leap year.



Starter

Speak with your 
parent – Can they tell 
you how many days 
are in each month of 
the year?

Record these in your 
exercise book.

Watch this video to 
see if they were right.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BYshA2ybFdY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BYshA2ybFdY


Learning
Use these numbers to 
help you fill in the 
missing numbers in 
these sentences. 

You might need to ask 
a grown up to help 
you if you get stuck.

Remember school 
starts at 8:40 and 
finishes at 3:20.

Check your answers 
on the next slide.



Learning
Were you correct?

7

5
24

6 full 

And 40 minutes



Independent Task
There are 60 seconds in a minute.
There are 60 minutes in an hour.
There are 24 hours in a day.

With the help of your parent, see if you can 
estimate how long 1 minute is.

Sit on a chair and ask your parents to start a stop 
watch, stand up when you think it has been 1 
minute. Check the stopwatch, were you 
accurate?

Test the people in your house, are they more or 
less accurate than you at estimating a minute?

Challenge

How many star jumps can you do 
in 1 minute?

How many pages can you read in 
an hour?

How many cups of tea do your 
parents drink in a day?



Learning
Use these numbers to 
help you fill in the 
missing numbers in 
these sentences. 

You might need to ask 
a grown up to help 
you if you get stuck.

Check your answers 
on the next slide.



Learning
Were you correct?



Independent Task
Talk to the people in your house and 
record any significant dates in your 
exercise book.

These might include:

1. Birthdays

2. Anniversaries

3. Holidays

4. Celebrations (Christmas, Easter, Eid, 
Ramadan, Passover, Diwali, etc…)

When you have collected these dates, 
put them in order from the earliest date 
to latest date in the year.

Challenge

Create a calendar for you house 
so that none of these important 
dates are forgotten.

Ben’s 9th

Birthday

Holiday to 
France



Plenary
Use your knowledge 
of hours in a day to 
help you solve this 
question.



Year 3 – Home 
Learning Pack 2

Maths Lesson 5

Key Skill: I can recap what I have learnt 
about time so far.

You will need to record these answers in 
your exercise book.

[Question 3 and question 8 you will need 
to discuss with your parents rather than 
recording.]

If you have access to a printer you can 
print the slides and record your answers 
in the box if you prefer.



Remember there are 12 months in a year.



Remember there are 52 weeks in a year.





Remember when you record the short date at 
school, you put the day number first.

20.

Then you record the month number.

20.09.

Then you record the year number.

20.09.20

Edinburgh is in January, after Portsmouth, so will 
be the following year.



Remember there are 30 days in April.



Do you go to bed 
when it is light or dark 
in the summer?

Use a number line to 
count on from the 
given times until 
midnight which is 
00:00 or (24:00)



When using the 24 
clock remember if the 
event is in the evening 
or afternoon you add 
12 to your hours.



This is when the 
clowns are due on 
stage.

Don’t forget to use 
your number line to 
count on.

Remember the long 
hand is the minute 
hand and you can just 
see this poking out 
from the broken glass.





Don’t forget to use 
your number line to 
count on.



Use your number line 
to count on.

Place the start time at 
the beginning of your 
number line.

Jump on 4 hours.

Jump on 30 minutes.

Jump on 2 minutes.

What time did you 
arrive?



Answers





Coundon Primary 
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Year 3 – Home 
Learning Pack 2

Maths Lesson 6

Key Skill: I can recall what I have learnt so 
far about length.

Success  Criteria

I can measure in cm, mm and m.

I can convert between units of measure.

I can order and compare lengths.



Starter

Have a go at 
comparing these 
measurements using 
greater than, less 
than, or equal to 
signs. <  >  =

Remember 
The crocodile always 
likes to eat the 

biggest number.

1m 34cm 134cm

12mm 52cm

43m 11cm



Learning
Prior to closing, you were learning all about measure in your maths lessons. We had learnt 
how to measure using different units of measure.

We learnt that:

100cm = 1m

10mm = 1cm

We learnt that 1km was the largest unit of 
length, followed by 1m.

1mm was the smallest unit of measure.

1mm < 1cm < 1m < 1km

Remember when measuring you start at 
0, not at the end of the ruler.



Learning
When converting between different units of 
measure we multiply and divide by 10 and 100.

Practise multiplying these numbers by 10 and 
100.

When multiplying by 10 your digits will move to 
the left by 1 place.

H T O

3

3 0

When multiplying by 100 your digits will move to 
the left by 2 places.

H T O

3

3 0 0

Number X 10 x100

3 30 300

5

13

17

24

20

32 3200We use 0’s to hold our places.

Independent Task
Complete these questions in your 
book.



Learning
When converting between different units of 
measure we multiply and divide by 10 and 100.

Practise dividing these numbers by 10 and 100.

When dividing by 10 your digits will move to the 
right by 1 place.

H T O

4 0

4

When dividing by 100 your digits will move to 
the right by 2 places.

TH H T O

1 2 0 0

1 2

Number ÷10 ÷100

300 30 3

600

1300

1500

2200

8700

7000

Independent Task
Complete these questions in your 
book.



Learning
Now let’s have a go converting units of measure 
using the skill we have just practised.

When converting from mm to cm, you divide by 
10 your digits will move to the right by 1 place.

H T O

4 0 mm

4 cm

When converting from cm to m, you divide by 
100 your digits will move to the right by 2 places.

TH H T O

1 2 0 0 cm

1 2 m

Stars

When converting from mm to cm, you divide by 10 your 
digits will move to the right by 1 place.

H T O . t

4 3 mm

4 . 3 cm

When converting from cm to m, you divide by 100 your 
digits will move to the right by 2 places.

TH H T O . t h

1 2 0 6 cm

1 2 . 0 6m

When converting from cm to mm you move 1 place to the left.
When converting from m to cm you move 2 places to the left.



Independent Task

cm to mm m to cm

Clouds mm Clouds cm

3cm 30mm 3m 300cm

6cm 9m

14cm 2m

16cm 11m

cm to mm m to cm

Moons mm Moons cm

13cm 130mm 21m 2100cm

26cm 34m

34cm 20m

106cm 73m

mm to cm cm to m

Stars cm Stars m

31mm 3.1cm or 3cm and 1mm 316cm 3.16m or 3 m and 16 cm

64mm 219cm

140mm 201cm

106mm 1101cm

Choose your level of challenge and have a go at converting 
between different units of measure. Record your answers in 
your exercise book. Don’t forget to put mm, cm or m.

Answers are on the next slide.



Independent Task: Answers

cm to mm m to cm

Clouds mm Clouds cm

3cm 30mm 3m 300cm

6cm 60mm 9m 900cm

14cm 140mm 2m 200cm

16cm 160mm 11m 1100cm

cm to mm m to cm

Moons mm Moons cm

13cm 130mm 21m 2100cm

26cm 260mm 34m 3400cm

34cm 340mm 20m 2000cm

106cm 1060mm 73m 7300cm

mm to cm cm to m

Stars cm Stars m

31mm 3.1cm or 3cm and 1mm 316cm 3.16m or 3 m and 16 cm

64mm 6.4cm or 6cm and 4mm 219cm 2.19m or 2m and 19cm

140mm 14cm 201cm 2.01m or 2m and 1cm

106mm 10.6cm or 10cm and 6mm 1101cm 11.01m or 11m and 1cm



Independent Task

Find a measuring tape, ruler or tape 
measure in your house and record in 
your exercise book:

Three objects that are smaller than 1m.
Three objects that are larger than 1m.
Three objects that are smaller than 
10cm.

Be sure to record the measurements 
next to the object name.

For example: Coffee Table: 1m 25cm

When you have collected your 9 objects 
with their lengths. 

Can you place them in order of size from 
smallest to largest.

For example:

Book: 22cm  <  Shoe:34cm  <  Basket 44cm



Year 3 – Home 
Learning Pack 2

Maths Lesson 7

Key Skill: I can measure perimeter.

Success  Criteria

I know what perimeter means.

I can accurately use measuring equipment.

I can add lengths.



Starter

Have a go at solving this 
problem.

Remember 
When adding measures 
make sure your units of 
measure are all the 
same before you start.

Or add all like units of 
measure.  E.g.
1m + 1m = 2m
56cm + 50cm + 210cm = 
316cm

316cm is the same as 
3m and 16cm

2m + 3m = 5m
5m + 16cm = 5m 16cm

Lisa threw her bean 
bags 5m 16cm 
altogether.



Learning

If you are measuring the perimeter 
around this square, you would add each 
of the sides of the shape together.

4cm + 4cm + 4cm + 4cm = 16cm

Therefore the perimeter of the shape is 
16cm.

Perimeter means the distance around 
the outside of a shape.

4cm

4cm 4cm

4cm



Learning

If you are measuring the perimeter 
around this rectangle, you would add 
each of the sides of the shape together.

8cm + 4cm + 8cm + 4cm = 24cm

Therefore the perimeter of the shape is 
24cm.

8cm

4cm 4cm

8cm



Independent Task

Find a measuring tape, ruler or tape 
measure in your house and record in 
your exercise book the perimeter of 5 
different objects in your house. 
1. Draw the object
2. Label the sides
3. Show your working out. 
4. Don’t forget cm, mm or m.

Make sure your objects are polygons –
which means that it has straight sides.
For example: Coffee Table, book, photo 
frame, table, toy box…

18cm

21cm 21cm

18cm

18cm + 21cm = 39cm
18cm + 21cm = 39cm

39cm + 39cm = 78cm



Plenary

Can you work 
out the 
perimeter 
around this 
shape with only 
these 
measurements?

16cm

9cm



Year 3 – Home 
Learning Pack 2

Maths Lesson 8

Key Skill: I can calculate perimeter of non-
physical objects using given values and/or a 
ruler. 

Success  Criteria

I know what perimeter means.

I can calculate the length of missing sides.

I can add lengths.



Starter

Calculate the 
perimeter of 
these shapes.



Starter

Answers

P = 42cm

P = 38mm

P = 32m



Learning

Recap
Perimeter means the distance around 
the outside of a shape.

4cm

If we know that a shape is a square – we 
do not need to measure the length of 
each side, we can simply multiply one 
side by 4.

4cm x 4 = 16cm

One side x how many sides = the 
perimeter



Independent Task

Calculate the perimeter of these squares 
and record the answers in your book.

12cm

9mm

22cm

1.

2.

3.



Learning
When calculating the perimeter of a 
rectangle we only need to know the lengths 
of two perpendicular sides.

Perpendicular means they join at a right 
angle.

12cm

9cm

You know that a rectangle has two pairs of 
sides that are the same length.

Therefore to work out the perimeter I can 
add the two sides together and multiply by 
2.

12cm + 9cm = 21cm
21cm x 2 = 42cm

The perimeter of my rectangle is 42 cm



Independent Task 

Calculate the perimeter of these rectangles 
and record the answers in your book.

19m

22cm

13cm

24mm

11mm

5m

4.

5.

6.



Independent Task
Complete your worksheet titled Perimeter in your books. 

Be sure to record your working out and don’t forget to record the unit of measure.

Stars – you might need to convert between different units of measure before you calculate your 
perimeters.



Plenary
Can you work 
out the 
perimeter of this 
shape?

Side A is 20mm. 

Side B is double this length. 

Side C is one quarter of side B

Side D is 3x that of side C. 



Year 3 – Home 
Learning Pack 2

Maths Lesson 9

Key Skill: I can solve problems involving 
perimeter.

Success  Criteria

I know what perimeter means.

I can use all four operations to help me 
calculate missing sides.

I can explain my reasoning.



Starter
This square has a 
perimeter of 40cm.

What is the length 
of each of its sides?



Information we 
know to help us 
solve this problem.

The total distance 
around the shape is 
40cm.

A square has 4 
sides of equal 
length.

Starter
This square has a perimeter of 40cm.
What is the length of each of its sides?

40 ÷ 4 = 10
The length of each side is 10cm.



Learning
Recap
Perimeter means the distance around 
the outside of a shape.

To calculate the perimeter of shapes with missing 
sides we must first be familiar with the properties 
of different shapes. With your parent – read the 
definitions and point to the correct shape.

A rectangle
Has two pairs of equal length sides.

A square
Has four sides of equal length.

An equilateral triangle
Has three sides of equal length

An isosceles triangle
Has one pair of equal length sides and one side 
of a different length.



Independent Task
Calculate the perimeter of these shapes. Write the name of the shape in 
your book and record the perimeter with your working out.

16cm

8cm

11cm

9cm

22cm

18cm



Learning
Calculating the missing lengths of a rectangle 
when only one length is given.

The total perimeter of this rectangle is 40cm.

We know one side is 12cm.
We also know that the opposite side is 12cm.

12cm + 12cm = 24cm

To calculate the missing lengths we need to take 
this number away from the total length.

40cm – 24cm = 16cm

We then need to divide our answer by two as 
there are two equal sides.

16cm ÷ 2 = 8cm

12cm



Learning
Calculating the missing lengths of an equilateral 
triangle when only the perimeter is given.

The total perimeter of this triangle is 21cm.

We know that all of its 3 sides are the same 
length.

21cm ÷ 3 = 7cm

Calculating the missing lengths of an isosceles triangle when 
only the perimeter and one side is given.

The total perimeter of this triangle is 24cm.

We know one of it’s sides is 6cm. 
24cm – 6cm = 18cm

We now have the two equal sides to find.

18cm ÷ 2 = 9cm
6cm



Independent Task
Calculate the missing lengths of these shapes using the given lengths and 
perimeters to help you. Write the name of the shape in your book and the 
lengths of each side.

15cm

Perimeter = 40cm

Perimeter 
= 80mm

Perimeter 
= 36cm

9cm

Perimeter 
= 29cm



Information we 
know to help us 
solve this problem.

The total distance 
around the shape is 
16cm.

It has 4 equal sides.

Answer is on the 
next slide.

Plenary



You should have 
drawn a square.

Each of your sides 
should have been 
4cm long.

Plenary - Answer



Year 3 – Home 
Learning Pack 2

Maths Lesson 10

Key Skill: I can solve problems involving 
perimeter.

Success  Criteria

I know what perimeter means.

I can use all four operations to calculate 
missing sides.

I can explain my reasoning.



Information we 
know to help us 
solve this problem.

The total distance 
around the shape is 
100mm

It has 3 sides.

1 pair of sides are 
equal.

Answer is on the 
next slide.

Starter



You should have 
drawn an isosceles 
triangle. 

Your measurements 
might be different to 
mine but one side 
must be 
smaller/larger than 
the other two.

E.g.  side 1 = 4mm
side 2 = 4mm
side 3 = 2mm

Starter - Answer



Learning
Recap
Perimeter means the distance around 
the outside of a shape.To calculate the length of shapes with missing 

sides, we need to add up the sides we have and 
subtract them from the total perimeter.

The total perimeter of this shape is 28cm

8cm + 8cm = 16cm

1cm + 1cm = 2cm

3cm + 3cm = 6cm

Add together your totals

16cm + 2cm + 6cm = 24cm

Then subtract the total of the sides you have from the total 
perimeter of the shape.

28cm – 24cm = 4cm

So the length of the missing side is 4cm

Remember to use 
your column 
addition to help 
you.

16
6

+   2
24
1

8cm

8cm

3cm

3cm

1cm

1cm



Learning
Recap
Perimeter means the distance around 
the outside of a shape.To calculate the length of shapes with missing 

sides, we need to add up the sides we have and 
subtract them from the total perimeter.

The total perimeter of this shape is 68m.

12m + 12m = 24m

3m + 7m = 10m

10m + 3m + 15m = 28m

Add together your totals

24m +10m + 28m = 62m

Then subtract the total of the sides you have from the total 
perimeter of the shape.

68m – 62m = 6m

So the length of the missing side is 6m

Remember to use 
your column 
addition to help 
you.

12
+ 12

24



Moons and Stars - Learning
To calculate the length of shapes with different 
missing sides, we first need to locate the missing 
lengths.

Add up the sides you have already

2cm + 8cm = 10cm

10cm + 6cm = 16cm

Add together your totals

10cm + 16cm = 26cm

To work out the missing sides we must look at the shape.

Side a is the same as 8cm – 6cm = 2cm

Side b is the same as 10cm – 2cm = 8cm

Then add these two lengths to your total to calculate the total 
perimeter.
26cm + 2cm + 8cm = 36cm

a b



Independent Task
Complete your worksheet titled Perimeter and missing lengths in your books. If you have access to a printer, you can complete the 
work on the sheet if you wish.

Be sure to record your working out and don’t forget to record the unit of measure.

Moons and Stars – look carefully at your shapes and identify all missing sides first as there may be more than one.


